GENERAL CONDITIONS
- Added definition of “Beginning of Work”
- Added definition of “Business Day” and clarified business vs calendar days throughout general conditions
- Added language that was previously standard special provision language (i.e. storing of materials (IV.a); additional language in protection of assets (VI.F); sales tax language (VI.S); project commencement (VII.B)
- Removed site supervisor certification requirement

Ch. 1 – GENERAL MISCELLANEOUS ITEMS
- Additions/Edits to 1.04 A. GENERAL – Contractor coordination w/City PM for pedestrian ramps to ensure lowering will not result in exposure of signal pole base
- Additions/Insertion of 1.06 B. CONCRETE SLURRY
- Additions/Insertion of 1.07 B. CONCRETE SLURRY
- Additions/Insertion of 1.09 B. CONCRETE SLURRY
- Additions/Edits to 1.11 A. GENERAL – 3/8” tolerance for adjusting MH ring and cover in street
- Additions/Edits to 1.13 A. GENERAL – 3/8” tolerance for adjusting valve box in street

Ch. 2 – EARTHWORK – no major changes

Ch. 3 – PORTLAND CEMENT CONCRETE (PCC)
- Additions/Insertion of 3.03 B. SELF-CONTAINED MOBILE MIXER

Ch. 4 – PORTLAND CEMENT CONCRETE (PCC) PAVEMENT
- Additions/Edits to 4.01 E. PREFORMED EXPANSION JOINT MATERIAL

Ch. 5 – PORTLAND CEMENT CONCRETE (PCC) BASE CONSTRUCTION – no major changes

Ch. 6 – ASPHALTIC CONCRETE CONSTRUCTION
- Additions/Edits to 6.01 F. NON-WOVEN PAEVMENT OVERLAY FABRIC
  - TABLE 6.01B
- Addition/Edits to 6.04 C. SURFACE MILLING – adjacent curb and gutter, and curb ramps completed prior to surface milling unless otherwise approved by City PM
- Addition/Edits to 6.04 COMPACTION – eliminating variations in excess of 1/8”

Ch. 7 – RETAINING WALLS AND STEPS – no major changes

Ch. 8 – CHAIN LINK FENCE AND PIPE RAILING FENCE – no major changes

Ch. 9 – CRUSHED ROCK SURFACING – no major changes

Ch. 13 – TRAFFIC PAVEMENT MARKING – chapter re-written

Ch. 14 – TRAFFIC SIGNS – chapter re-written

Ch. 15 – TRAFFIC CONTROL – no major changes

Ch. 20 – CONSTRUCTION FOR UTILITIES AND STRUCTURES
- Additions to 20.01 MATERIALS
  - D. BEDDING
Addition/Edits to 20.02 C. EXCAVATION – removal of excavated material if excavation open for more than 5 business days
Addition/Edits to 20.04 GROUND WATER - dewatering

Ch. 21 – STORM DRAINAGE SYSTEMS – chapter name edited
Additions/Edits to 21.04 CURVED REINFORCED CONCRETE STORM DRAIN PIPE
   ▪ TABLE 21.04 A
Addition/Edits to 21.07 STORM DRAIN MANHOLES – no brick manholes when depth of manhole is greater than 8 feet
Addition of 21.08 D. RECONSTRUCT INLET THROATS AND RECONSTRUCT INLET VAULTS
Addition to 21.08 E. BASIS OF PAYMENT – to include Reconstruct Inlet Throats and Reconstruct Inlet Vaults
Addition to 21.13 B. BASIS OF PAYMENT – to include Remove Existing Top Only
Addition/Insertion of 21.17 TIED CONCRETE BLOCK MAT INSTALLATION

Ch. 22 – SANITARY SEWERS – chapter re-written

Ch. 23 – WATER MAINS
Additions/Edits to 23.03 A. REFERENCED STANDARDS
Addition of 23.03 H. HIGH-DENSITY POLYETHYLENE (HDPE) PIPE
Addition of 23.03 I. CURED-IN-PLACE PIPE (CIPP) LINING
Addition/Edit to 23.07 A. GENERAL – no installation of PVC pipe by bending the pipe
Addition/Edit to 23.07 G. JOINTING PIPES – joint deflections of PVC pipe shall conform to manufacturers recommended standards for brand of pipe being installed
Addition/Edit to 23.07 I. WATER MAIN SHUTDOWNS – section re-written; includes an applicable shutdown fee schedule and example
Addition/Edit to 23.08 A. GENERAL – Fire hydrant barrel lengths shown on plans are estimated and shall be confirmed by Contractor prior to construction
Addition/Insertion of 23.09 BENTOMAT® CL GEOSYNTHETIC CLAY LINER
Addition/Insertion of 23.20 CATHODIC PROTECTION

Ch. 24 – TRAFFIC SIGNALS, ITS AND LIGHTING – chapter name edited
Addition of 24.08 C. FOUNDATIONS, POLES, AND MAST ARMS, AND LUMINAIRE ARMS

Ch. 25 – ORNAMENTAL STREET LIGHTING – no major changes

Ch. 26 – COMMUNICATIONS – no major changes

Ch. 30 – SEEDING AND SODDING
   o Edits to planting season dates
   o Addition of Dormant Seeding
   o Edits to seed composition
   o Addition of TYPE “J” Seeding

Ch. 31 – LANDSCAPE WORK
   o Removal of Single-stake detail for Street and Park Trees

Ch. 32 – EROSION AND SEDIMENT CONTROL – chapter name edited
   o Additions/edits to NPDES Permit
   o Additions/edits to Synthetic Fabric Sediment Fence – Installation
   o Additions/edits to Sediment Barriers
      ▪ Temp. Earth/Soil Berm
      ▪ Earth-Slash Mulch Check
   o Additions/Edits to Sediment Barrier – Installation and Maintenance And Removal
CH. 33 – IRRIGATION WORK - no major changes